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"21 Shot-List" Checksheet
Project-____________

Computer #___ 

1 Wide Angle Lens Setting- (Less zooming, stay wide & get in close with camera)

2 Angle shot- (adds 3D perspective) Don't always shoot "straight on," use angles.

3 Low Angle- (#1 position, camera on ground level)

4 Linking shots- Reveals & connect things w/ one moving shot-(pans, tilts, pull backs, rack focus)

5 Depth shot- (adds 3D perspective. Put things in foreground) Use "intentional" framing, (plants)

6 Opposite shot- (reverse of normal) Often just turning the camera in the opposite direction

7 High Angle #5 position- (camera held high over head or stand on high position)

8 Rack-Focus shot- (manual or "auto" refocusing between foreground & faraway background obj)

9 Door frame/window shot- (try to include in interior shots... adds interest & depth)

10 Walk out of frame shot- (great for transitions) Let subjects leave frame before stopping record

11 POV shot- (Point of View shots) From human, animal, or even object's perspective

12 O/S shot- (over the shoulder shots... required in most projects)

13 Establishing shot- (VERY wide area, "Where are we?" Includes long 2-shots for documentaries)

14 Reveal/Pedestal shot- (Move entire camera low-to-high or high-to-low as if on a pedestal lift)

15 Zoom- In or Out (don't overuse... better to "move" entire camera in, rather than zooming in)

16 Reflection shot- (use pane glass, mirrors, still water, etc.)

17 Moving Macro shot- (zooming in/out, panning & tilting on a still photo) "Ken Burns effect"

18 Intentionally Backlit shot- (generally from lower positions #1, 2 or 3)

19 Tracking shot- (Dollying in/out or Trucking left/right with entire camera)

20 Intentionally bring shot "INTO" or "OUT OF" FOCUS- (often as a transition shot)

21 Walking 2-shot- (2 people walking & talking... required in "Documentary" projects)

More notes--> (include other "specialty" shot ideas or important info here or on back)


